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ABSTRACT
The recognition of Hand written is considered one of the most interesting areas of the recent artificial intelligence and
advanced computing’s academics. The language complication controls the capability and the recognition of its
characters, where this complexity and ambiguity come to be multiplied. Languages that are Latin such as Spanish or
English which have a limited structure of the character restrict the uncertainty. Comparing the world languages with
each other the Kurdish language characters are very complicated. The aim of this study is going to focus on the
Kurdish language characters in order to extract geometric moment’s features for the Characters shape of the Handwriting
recognition. The geometric moment’s features are being completed thoroughly also the presence of solo features will
be legitimized by checking and investigating it granularly; therefore the idea of applying the Invariant Discretization.
By injecting the solo performance to the system through the injection of different issues for the solo feature into individual
feature or standard performance this is being accomplished by the support of Invariant Discretization. While our core
concentration is on the isolated handwritten Kurdish characters, the advantage of Invariant Discretization rises where
it has the capability to enhance the recognition level for each of the handwriting. The usage of Fuzzy logic classifiers
is being investigated in this paper to be familiar with isolated handwritten Kurdish characters. First step is to
pre-process the input characters images, extract the geometric moment’s features, and go over discretization algorithm
then finally comparing discretization features and un-discretization features in recognizing the testing datasets and
the training.
Keywords: Pattern recognition, unique representation, Kurdish handwriting character, discretization.

1. INTRODUCTION
Pattern recognition can be defined as how intelligent a
machine is by learning from surrounding, attempts to
define patterns from the environment and take decision
on the classifications of the patterns. Pattern recognition
in handwriting considered as a wide-ranging term
which covers all kinds of application field together with
identification based on handwriting [1], verification
based on handwriting [3], authentication [2, 5] and
character recognition [4]. Lately, an attention in the area
of pattern recognition has been developed and
uncovered due to the evolving applications which not
only grabbed attention to many researchers' but also are
challenging. New emerging applications such as data
mining, web searching, retrieval of multimedia data,
face recognition, handwritten recognition, that need
robust and intelligent pattern recognition methods.
The Kurdish language has one of the most complex
writing structures [7], which begins from the old eastern
line drawing format of the character. The shape of
character is very composite and has a similarity among
some characters. Nevertheless, each character still has
distinctive features. These features could be generalized

as the individual's handwriting despite the fact that
Kurdish language characters can be composite and have
a high similarity among these characters. Figure 1
illustrates the sample of ten Kurdish characters and the
similarity between them. On the other hand, most efforts
did not concentrate on the additional phase which in this
study will be focusing. The additional step intends to
deliver enhanced representation for the input which will
be used in the process of classification. The better
representation of the input the better way the
classification task can be completed more swiftly and
precisely for the real character to be accurately recognized
specially in the instance of characters recognition of a
Kurdish language. The extracted features during the
feature extraction process indicates that the character of
a Kurdish language has similarity in representations
which leads to a problem after the input is used in the
classification process as likenesses will lower the
accurateness of the classification task. Discussion on the
additional phase of transformation will be provided by
this study where the close similar representations of
features are converted into clearer and improved
representations that represent each Kurdish character.
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2.1. Pre-Processing Phase
Pre-processing of an image need to be done in order to
prepare the image before the features can be extracted.
Fundamentally, it should start by normalizing all the
images of samples into the typical dimension of 30 × 30
pixels. Then applying the technique of binarization to
the normalized samples with the aim of being able to
procedure the samples, considering that the images
contain of two colour the black bit colour (0) or the white
bit (1). The preceding technique is vital on behalf of the
approaching processes having the extraction of the stroke
feature to be functional merely on the images of binary.
The Figures of 3 and Figure 4 demonstrate the values of
binary acquired by the characters input.

Figure 1: Ten Kurdish Characters and the Similarity
Between Them

2. PROPOSED HANDWRITTEN CHARACTER
RECOGNITION SYSTEM
The creation of the system of Handwritten Character
Recognition contains of numerous steps (check Fig. 2).
Leading step is towards pre-processing the isolated
characters. After that the following step from the isolated
characters to extract all the features from it. It is a really
significant step. The method of feature extraction
obligated to be really in effect and well-organized where
it will be the foundation of recognition or what known
as the extracted features. The third step the use of the
technique of Invariant Discretization based on the
previous work done in [12], this step wishes to deliver
enhanced demonstration aimed at the input which will
be castoff in the classification procedure and lastly these
discritization features (extracted features ) will after that
be delivered by means of input arrangements to the
system of Fuzzy logic. Once the Fuzzy logic system has
been trained for these input patterns, it will be able to
classify them.

Figure 2: New Framework for Kurdish Handwritten
Character Recognition

Figure 3: Binary Value for Character) ( � )

Figure 4: Binary Value for Character) (  )

2.2. Feature Extraction Phase
Altering the input information to have the conventional
features is termed features extraction. Feature extraction
is a superior representative of dimensionality decrease
approaches. Investigation with a huge amount of
variables in the main necessitates an enormous quantity
of power of computation and memory or an algorithm
classification, which is suitable for the sample of training
and simplifies out of sorts to the new samples. At what
time the input information is great to be treated at that
moment the input information will be converted into a
condensed demonstration set of features. Perceptibly, it
is significant to choose the sort the method of feature
extraction since it is the significant issue in the
performance of pattern recognition systems [8].
Assortment form of feature extraction is reliant on the
presentation. In order to identify hand written digits and
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characters diverse features are imposed. They can be
enlisted in Invariant Moments, Furies Transform,
Characteristic Loci and Geometric Moments, others
[9]-[10]. Here the use of Geometric moments is applied
to recognize the characters of Kurdish handwritten.
Geometric Moment is castoff in the applications of
pattern recognition and recognition of object. A regular
of typical features calculated on behalf of an entity must
be able to detect the matching purpose through
additional probable altered size and orientation [11].
The computation steps of geometric moments are
described as below [11]:
(1) Read an input image data from left to right and
from top to bottom.
(2) Threshold the image data to extract the target
process area.
(3) Compute the image moment value, mpq until
third order with formula:
m�pq =

��

�

( x�)p ( y�)q f �( x�, y �)dx�dy � ; p, q = 0,1,2... (1)

(4) Compute the intensity moment, (x0, y0 ) of image
with formula:
(2)
x0 = m10/m00; y0 = m01/m00
(5) Compute the central moments, �pq with formula
�pq =

��

�

( x � x 0 )p ( y � y 0 )q f ( x , y )dxdy ; p, q = 0,1,2...

(3)
(6) Compute normalized central moment, �pq to be
used in image scaling until third order with
formula:
�=

�
( p � q � 2)
, �pq = pq� , p + q � 3
2
�00 2

(4)

(7) Compute geometric moments, 1 0 to 0 4 with
respect to translation, scale and rotation
(geometric moment invariants) invariants with
formula below:
�1 = �20 + �02
�2 = (�20 – �02)2 + 4��11

(5)
(6)

�3 = (�30 – 3�12)2 + (3�21 –��03)2
�4 = (�30 + �12)2 + (�21 + �03)2

(7)
(8)
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are numerous recognized approaches on behalf of
discretization containing Maximum Entropy, Equal
Information Gain, and Equal Interval Width. Additional
approach is suggested in [12], the approach of Invariants
Discretization, has nevertheless been verified as a wellorganized approach in giving an advanced exactness and
accomplishment degrees of identification. The approach
of Invariants Discretization is a supervised approach.
Where it commence through checking the suitable
intervals to denote the writer's statistics [6-7,12,17]. The
upper and lower boundaries are then fixed for each
interval. The amount of an image interval required to be
the like the number of the vectors of feature.
This paper accept Invariant Discritization of the
Recognition Characters Hand Written of the Kurdish,
The significance of Invariant Discretization is towards
accomplishing additional precise classification of the
characters of a Kurdish language in this work. By means
of certain statistics around the classes of all the characters
images, the algorithm of discretization could be practical
and suitable group of cuts demonstrating the characters
information. The ratio of smallest and highest range of
information to the dimension of the interval that
provides every cut or interval its lower and upper
estimation. The amount of the vectors of the feature to
each single image expresses the amount of cuts or
intervals. Together with this, the moment of invariant
function has number of functional invariant vectors that
could be retained to its original quantity. The value of a
single representation is definite to denote each cut or
interval guaranteeing that their conforming feature
vectors will be correspondingly be characterized. The
discretization algorithm for process is as presented
here [6,7].
Algorithm of Discretization
For each writer {

Min = min feature; Max = max feature’
No_bin = no_feature_invariant;
Interval = (Max – Min)/No_bin;
For each bin {
Find lower and upper value of interval;
Rep Value = (upper–lower)/2;

2.3. Invariants Discretization Phase

}

Discretization is handling by means of a separator that
accomplishes two indispensable responsibilities the
first responsibility is to change the significance the
characteristics from continuous to discrete. The second
responsibility is to split the significance and regarded
them as a suitable interval. The foremost purpose of the
continuous characteristics of the discretization is to have
improved information illustration (16). Classification is
extremely reliant on the process of discretization. There

For (1 to _feature_invariant) {
For each bin {
If (feature in range of interval)
Dis_Feature = Rep Value’
}
}
}
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For characters each element is calculated like cuts
and intervals. So it can be recognized because each one
has its own style and it is unique to keep the
characteristics features are saved and it have its own
meanings. Features can be discredited to give more
meaning for it and to be clear to understand, so to have
a match for this concept each characters class should have
an evaluation alone to have the right calculation, more
details for invariants are in [12]. To see the transforming
for the invariant vector to discredited feature vector go
to Figure 5 and 6.

Figure 5: Invariant Feature Vector Data for Character
(  ) and (  )

Figure 6: Example of Descritized Feature Data for Character
(  ) and ) (  )

Fig. 5 and 6 show the transformation of the invariant
feature vector into discretized feature vector for
un-discretized - and discretized data, respectively. it can
be seen that the discretization algorithm provides
discretized feature vector that show a good example of
an individual exclusive features, even in the Character
of Kurdish Hand Written.
2.4. Classification Phase
Applying the Fuzzy logic at the Character of Kurdish
handwriting to acquire the exact outcome for this study.
The calassification of Fuzzy logic require some distance
within the Character of Kurdish handwriting at the exact
time attempts towards diminishing the inaccuracies of
misclassification. Fuzzy logic was recognized on 1965
[13-14], according to Lotfi A. Zadeh. Its elementary
indication is a multivalued sense it permits the values
of the intermediate to be determined among the
evaluation of conventional as yes/ no, true/ false, high/
low, etc. Philosophies that can be fast to be articulated
arithmetically then also applied to the computers
programs with the intention of spending additional
human like approach [15]. Regulating and shifting the
system through Fuzzy logic exclusively with the
developments of complex or industrial. Furthermore to
perform with a professional structure and application
resembling the classification of SAR data.
Two different experiments have been made with
different number of training and testing data. In the first
one used 70% training and 30% testing data from a
combination of Un-discretized and discretized datasets.
The second one used 60% to 40%. Fuzzy logic got the
process of training by using a matrix of classification,
and the overall accuracy was calculated for each the
training and testing data. The result for them
summarized in (Table 1 , Table-2) and (Fig 7, Fig 8) shows
the results of recognition between some similar
characters.

Figure 7: Visualization of Divergence Level Between
Un-Discretized and Discretized Kurdish Characters
Datasets for all Data Training and Testing
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3. CONCLUSION
Here’s a new outline for the determination of
distinguishing the Kurdish Hand Written Character.
Demonstration of the properties of the discretization
process. An investigation has been positively
accompanied with the use of the suggested outline. The
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be thoroughly signified through the use of the algorithm
of invariants discretization. The consequences expose
that with the practice of the invariant discretzation
approach, the exactness of the The Character Recognition
of Kurdish Hand Written is meaningfully better-quality
with the general arrangement to get improved accuracy
paralleled to undiscretized information. In future the
comparable experimentation can be verified for
supplementary characters to incrase the correctness of
the machine.
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